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Abstract

Halloween is in the United States of America a widely spread
festivity, always related to the world of children . This paper identifies
some of the central semiotic procedures by which this seasonal ritual
works. Our main hypothesis is that Halloween is an expression of a
progressive process of initiation of children. Allowing the children to
confront situations of fear is a ritual method of preparing them for what
is apersistent reality in our culture and society: the fear ofthe unknown
andunseen, thefearofa reality beyondofwhatcanbeseenandtouched,
of what can be controlled. The analysisis based;ininterviewsmade to a
group ofIndiana University students, to agroup ofchildren, and also in
the observation-participation of my own family during Halloween ac-
tivities in Bloomington, Indiana, USA,in 1992.|
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Semiótica del rito: Halloween en una
•i

comunidad norteamericana

Resumen

Halloween esunafestividad muy difundida enlosEstados Unidos,
siempre vinculada al mundo de los niños. En este artículo se identifican
algunos de los procedimientos semióticos fundamentales que rigen el
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funcionamiento de este ritual. Nuestraprincipal hipótesis postulaque el
Halloweenes la expresiónde un procesoprogresivode iniciación de los
niños y los jóvenes. Permitir a los niños confrontar situaciones de miedo
es un método ritualdé preparaciónpara lo que es una constantereaÜdad
en nuestraculturay en nuestrasociedad: el temorde lo desconocido y lo
no visto, el temor de la realidad más allá de lo que puede ser visto y
tocado, de lo que puede ser controlado. El anáüsis está basado en
entrevistas hechas a un grupo de estudiantes de la Universidad de
Indiana, a un grupo de niños, y en la propia participación-observación
de mi grupo familiar en las actividades del Halloween en Bloomingtón,
Indiana, EE.UU., en 1992.

Palabras claves: semiótica, Halloween, rito, iniciación.

Thefollowing analysis is basedohmyownexperience ofHallow
een in October 1992, in Bloomingtón, Indiana, in the midwest of the
United States of America . I had the opportunity of experiencing this
annual ritual socommon in this country where I hadbeen living forone
year. Like most people, I hadoften heard about this interesting festivity
whose origin is so ancient . Evenin Venezuela, mycountry, this ritual
festivity hasbegun to beestablished in some prívate schools which, one
way ór another, havebeenunderinfluence of American culture. During
the last two weeks of October 1992, my children, my wife, and I

Anearlier versión ofthis article was presented atthe72nd Annual Meeting
of theCentral States Anthropological Society at Indiana University-Pur-
due University (Indianapolis 9-12 March 1995).
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participated in different Halloween activities. I had also the opportunity
ofcollectingthestatementsof twéntyofmyAmericanstudentsatlndiana
University about this seasonal ritual. I asked them to answer freely the
following openquestions: WhatdoesHalloween mean?Forthechildren,
is it an educational, negative, or just funny celebration? Why? The
information I received from them is among the different elements I
studied for my research. Nonetheless, some of the informationthat was
given to me and that I thought was of a great valué carne from my own
children David and Diego, who at the time were inine and six years oíd
respectively. Their opinions and comments, and the way they experi-
enced Halloween during those days were very important for my research
because as Venezuelans, they had never experiehced this ritual before.
For the very first time in their Uves they participated in this celebration
as I did. They showed as much enthusiasm and excitement as the
American kids who participated with them in this festivity. Like other
American children in Bloomingtón, they had Halloween in their own
schools. David was in fifth grade and Diego in kindergarten. According
to his own story, David and his schoólmates:

- Dressed up in costumes

- Had a lot of candy

- Watchedamovie("TheWatcherintheWood")
¡i

- Saw their friend Robert, who got diarrhba "because he ate too
much candy. Later he threw up."

Die¿oalsohada Halloween party at his school where he:
- Dressed up in costume

- Had his classroom decorated with scary. things (ghosts, webs,
spiders, etc.)

- Sang a song about a ghost

- Heard a story read by his teacher about Halloween

- Had candy /

They also had a haunted house in their neighborhood. They went
there (with me and their mother) into a very dark house where they saw
a skeleton going downstairs, a living head separatedfrom its body, the
corpse, a deadpersongoing out ofhis coffin, etc.; A witchwasreceiving
all the children at the front door. The children were in their costumes but
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many of them were frightened of what they saw,- and even Diego did not
want to go in. After reassuring him, and in company of myself and my
wife, he finally agreed to go in. (Of course, the temptation of having
candy after touring the haunted house helped him to decide to go in).

Later, on October 31st the children went around our neighborhood
saying "Trick or treat", and singing:

"Trick or treat,

smell my feet,
give me something good to eat,
If you don't, I don't care
1*11 pulí down your undefwear".

Many of the housés they visited with other children were decorated
with skeletons, ghosts, witches, and many jack-o-lanterns.

Finally, they went to the biggest malí in town, where the stores were
giving candies to children who were walkingin á longune from one store
to another, as they did in the neighborhood.

This tour shows how Halloween is a festivity that permeates the
whole society: from the family to the school,to the neighborhood, to the
malí, friere are other places where Halloween was also practiced, but
those were spaces related to adults. I would like to focus my attention
particularly on the participation of children as primary actors in this
festivity.

CHILDREN, CANDY, AND FEAR

When children were asked to tell what they liked most about
Halloween, they answered that this festivity is an opportunity to get
candy and have fun. What seems interesting for my' analysis is this
strangerelationship between funandscariness. Parents havebeenalways
very concerned about ideas and storiesthat could frighten theirchildren

i because they fear the emotional and behavioral corisequences of their
children being terrorized. That means that we have a culture where the
normal and common pattern of parents behavior in relation to their
children's fear is to avoid their being terrorized. But at the same time,
this same culture allows theirchildren, once a year, to be frightened by
some very strong symbols of fear.
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A kind of rupture occurs in the "normal" cultural structure -what
we expect to be considered appropriate in relation to the children. The
structure is broken as it is taken out of its time and valúes. As many
anthropologists have pointed out, festivals frequently are the necessary
counter-proof of validation of what is considered normal . This moving
equilibrium is always tested by the same social and cultural elements and
forces that created it. It is the result of tensions and counter-tensions

which give movement and facilítate perennial changes in every culture.
So instead of looking at these phenomena -children doing, with their
parents' encouragement, what parents usually consider inappropriate for
them- as a cultural contradiction, we ought to consider it part of a
dialectic movement where some cultural patterns are expressed. Maybe
this interpretive hypothesis requires a longer explanation. I will try to
clarify this apparent contradiction by looking ihto the semiotic valúes
associated with children in our culture. First ofal!, children are associated

with the idea of /vulnerability/, and therefore it is the adults responsi-
bility to take care of the children, of their physical as well as their
emotional health. It follows, as a consequence,[that adults must avoid
putting their children at any kind of risk.The naturalquestionthat follows
is why they expose their children to frightening experiences. I think the
answer can be found in a semiotic opposition between fear and fun. We
have always thought that fear is contradictpry to fun, and that is true
when the threat of danger is real and unexpected. According to my
experience, fear during Halloween is frequently yery real . The problem

4 Fora very interesting analysis offestivals see Á. Falassi, ed. (1987).
5 In 1978 Lawton W. Posey complained about changes in the traditional

American Halloween: "What used to be a reíatively minor hilarity for
children has become the haunt of adults and older youth who have taken
advantage of the spookier elements of the season to do everything from
raising money for worthwhile causes to winning souls for Christ". Talking
about a haunted house he visited with his son in his city he added: "I am
here to tell you that this was truly a frightening'experience for adults and
children alike". Moreover, worried byhis son'sírightening experience, he
finally asked for "answers to the questions raised by the growing interest
and enthusiasm of the young for the terrifyirig, the bizarre, the occult.
Death already stalks the earth in such frightening forms that it seems
unnecessary tolíugment its already somber mask". S. Magliocco has also
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lies with the unexpected because it is an experience out of control. The
American society can cope with fear when this experience is planned
anead, when it is under control by some means. As one of the children
in my neighborhood pointed out "to have fear is also to have fun." Yes,
but only when this fear is foreseen, anticipated, as when going to the
amusement park where we go knowing that some of the amusements are
based on scary situations, sometimes based on a supposed risk of being
hurt, sometimes based in confrontations with the unknown as in a
haunted iiouse. An adult can easily distinguish between a situation
artificially created to genérate fear and even terror and a genuinely
threatening situation; The adult has been educated to cope with the idea
ofmixing -under certain circumstánces- fear and pleasure, fright and fun.
And even an extensive industry, dedicated through many ways to créate
strong emotions of terror and fright, exists in almost every city or town
in the whole world. That means that fear is a cnstomary experience in
every culture. Consequently, the whole culture and the practices derived
from creating it wiü develop many ways of teaching the new members
of the community how to deal with fear as a commonplace cultural
component.

HALLOWEEN AS A RITUAL OF INITIATION

If we follow the same analysis that we began to develop before, we
will see that it is possible, among other complementary interpretations,
to consider Halloween as a ritual of initiation. In fací initiation practices
are based on socially established conventions that are supposed to build
the way the members of a group within a society are to be taught in a
manner that will allow them to accomplish tasks beyond their range. In
semiotic tenris, a ritual of initiation is a cultural practice whose main aim
is to give the initiated some competence by means of which he will be
able to reach the appropriate achievement of certain performances.
According to the semiotic theory developed by A.J. Greimas (1979) and
partially based in V. Propp (1965), the way to gain competence is to go

pointed out, in his work about a haunted house in Bloomingtón, "quite a
few haunted house visitors are children, some of whom are very frightened
by the experience" (1985:22).
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through tests which will allow the initiate to gain qualifications in order
to succeed in his future performances. As it is well known, Propp has
distinguished three types of tests in folk tales: qüaüfying, decisive, and
glorifying. The qüaüfying test corresponds to what is known in anthro-
pology as initiation. *

From a semiotic point of view, the initiation is a practice wnose
aim is to allów the initiate to acquire competence in two ways or
modalities: knowing-how-to-do and being-able-to-do. Therefore, actors
involved in initiation rituals are going through a test established by a
particular society to grant them authorization to perform activities or
practices or to have knowledge or experience they had not usually,been
allowed to have or to perform before. In talking about children' s autumn
traditions in England, it has been pointed out that rituals like Halloween
are "a dividing une between adulthood and chiídhood, integration and
isolation," and that "the literal threshold of the house also becomes the
archetypal threshold in the rite of passage into adulthood"
(Beck,1985:27). This interpretation relates to the Ufe cycle experience
ofchildren, butdoes nottake into account thereiationship between this
rite of passage and the main semiotic contents ofthe ritual. Furthermore,
this interpretation contradicts the reality of what usually is considered
the beginning of adulthood, usually considered to be after puberty. At
least for children at an age still well before puberty, this interpretation
seems to have no relevance. I believe that this segment of the population
is the one with the most active participation in this ritual festivity.

The activities in which my children took part in Bloomingtón had
the same main characteristics that aritual of initiation usually has. During
Halloween they were having tests that were increasing their capabilities
to endure fear, to put up with the fright, and to transform their fear in fun
and joy. Even if the dose of this fear is small, still many children we saw
were feeling it as something very disturbing. When wé went to the
haunted house in our neighborhood, not only myichildren but the twénty
or so other children that were there were very frightened, especially of
an adult who was wearing a mask like the one used by Jason, the main
character in the series of films "Friday the 13th." This person had an
electric saw, like the one used by the character in oneof the film' s scenes.
He tried to scare trie children with it and he certáinly did. Many of these
children were really frightened. Real fear. ^
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Despitethedifferent meanings thatHalloween hashadfordifferent
cultures and different times and societies , I believe that one of these
meanings is centered onamethod ofdealing withfear. Theritualfestivity
is supposed to make the children familiar with fear as a common
ingredientof social and Cultural ufe, an ingredient which the children
will find and will have to deal with during their uves. In addition, this
initiation, aimed at the new members of the community, has been
sweetened in order to soothe the process.

There are two other aspects I would like to examine in relation to
the Halloween festival. The first one is the stories told about the dangers,
the real dangers, that children can meet during their "Trick or Treat" tour.
I am talking about the many tales of razor blades, glass, or pins hidden
in apples, poisoned candies, and drugs placed in different kind of treats.
Although these stories have been reported in most cases to be false, they
also have contributed to the spread of fear among parents, and therefore
among children. Today these stories are a strong part of the Halloween
festivity itself. The sepond aspect is the fact that during the festivity,
newspapers and schools inform the parents and children about the
precautions that should be taken in order to avoid dangerous cónse-
quences. Even the main hospital in Bloomingtón offered the community
free X-ray screenings of treats in order to prevent any child from getting
hurt. "The Herald Times" of Bloomingtón also offered the parents a list
of precautions to be taken with the same objective.

I think that the whole situation, involving newspapers, hospitals,
schools, and neighborhoods, comes as a reinforcer to the dangers and
fears of the ehtire celebration. The effect of this entire experience on
children relates to thé semiosphere in which it is necessary to interpret
the ritual.

6 For an account of different interpretations see Belk (1990).
7 Lotman has developed the concept of semiosphere which he defines as

"the semiotic space necessary for the existence and functioning of lan
guage" (1990:123). The semiosphere, he adds, "qpn be regarded as a
generator of information" (127).
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THE SEMIOTIC OF FEAR
•i

We can classify emotions into two macro categories: /pleasant/
and /unpleasant/. The first one is defined as what is agreeable to the
mind or to the senses. A1I cultural practices can be regarded from these
two perspectives. They even constitute the basis of philosophical systems
of thought. According to the attention given to one or another we have
a hedonistic or an ascetic perspective. In our hedonistic contemporary
societíesthe mainattentionis focusedon havingpleasantexperiences as
a way of reaching happiness and wellbeing. The dominant axiom of
pleasure is contrary to the petítion for renunciation and sacrifice. More-
over, we can define fear as the feeling or emotion produced by the
anticipation or presence ofa danger that threatens ús. The semantic chain
where fear usually appears will be like this:

/security/ > /danger/ -—> /fear/

This semantic chain is a pattern thatwecaniapply to thesyntactic
chain performed by children during the Halloween ritual. In fact, children
leave the security of their family and their homes and go to the neigh
borhood, to the streets, where usually, according to the our cultural
standards, dread and apprehension are to be found.

"home" —-> "streets" > "dread"

I think it is noteworthy to mention that, again, this process of
exposure to /fear/ is with parents consent and, sometimes, encourage
ment. Like most initiation rituals, Halloween is a way of teaching and
learning. There are some impücit risks, but risk,Íparents would say, is
part of ufe, and it is in life where what seems pbntradictory becomes
integrated and reconciled. The play ofritual is usually a dialectic encoun-
ter between terms and valúes that generally play bpposite roles. I think
that this is especially true when we analyse the Halloween ritual. In fact,
the radical opposition between /pleasant/ and /unpleasant/ is neutral-
ized by /fear/ as a feeling or emotion than can be, at the same time,
/pleasant/ and /unpleasant/.

THE SEMIOTIC INVERSIÓN OF GIFT AND DONOR

According to the canonic semiotic formula, we have three pairs of
actants (subject/object, sender/receiver, helper/opponent). In the case of
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Halloween, there is an inversión of the typical Object as one having good
connotations or as one usually considered as a positive object. In fact,
the object with which the Subject (in this case the children)are going to
be in conjunction is a negative object: /fear/. In first analysis that means
that the sender (the parent) seems to be in a position of sending a negative
gift to the receiver (also the children). I think that it is this feature that
characterizes, from a semiotic point of view, the ritual of initiation: the
sender gives to the subject a negativegift in order to allowhim to become
competent. In other words, the qualifications the initiate is trying to
acquire must be obtainedby meansof a test whichimpliessome kind of
loss, or sacrifice, or suffering, some kind of /unpleasant/ performance.
In some rituals this unpleasant test might inclüde loss of some body part
(hair, prepuce, clitóris, etc.), loss of property (money, animáis), pain, or
some physical or mental endeavor. The qüaüfying test which the subject
undergoes will allow him, in the end, to obtain the necessary competence
for further tests. In the Halloween ritual the children, by learning how to
control their fear, how to deal with it, will be able to confront darigerous
situations in real life.

My hypothesis, according to which one of the most important
múltiple senses óf Halloween in contemporary American culture is the
initiation of young generations to the dark side of life, is supported by
the fact that, for instance, the "Trick or Treat" tour arouiíd the neighbor
hood carries plenty of warnings: there is not only the possibility that
children might suffer attacks from strangers but also the terrible dread
of being hurt by means of substances (drugs, poison) or objects (razor
blades, glass, pins) hidden in the treats they are going to receive. Indeed,
we have here again the transformation ofa supposed positive gift (a treat)
into a negative gift (glass, poison, etc.). This inversión is the reduplica
ción of another inversión: the children who are supposed to receive a
beneficial gift will receive a harmful one, and, at the same time, the
neighbors that are supposed to give abeneficial gift will give a prejudicial
gift. In other words, the donor will become an anti-donor. This polemic
structure is the semiotic expression of a conflict between the world of

For a semiotic definition of this concept see Greimas and Courtés
(1982:238).
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childhood, seen as a realm of innocence, and the world of adulthood,
seen as a realm of conflictual relationships to which the children must
become accustomed.

FROM JACK-O-LÁNTERNS TO PUMPKINS

One of the most common elements in Halloween ritual is the
Jack-o'-lantern made these days with a pumpkininside of which a little
lantern is placed, after carving theeyes and mouth thatresemble those
of evil spirits. The pumpkin process of transformation is something
interesting because it reveáis to me one of the very interesting hidden
codes of the Halloween ritual. In fact, what we do with a pumpkin is a
process of semiotic inversión by which what is usually presented as
beneficial is transformedinto something prejudicial. The pumpkinis not
only afood butavery appreciated one inAmerican culture. Itconstitutes
the symbolic food representation of another ritual festivity, Thanksgiv-
ing, where the pumpkin isa representation ofthelgood harvest, offamily
life and friendship. When we take out what is éÜible in a pumpkin and
put in what is considered malefic we are making a transformation that
can be represented as follows:

"food» > "evil"; /beneficial/ —-> /prejudicial/

The process has two steps: 1)to take out what is "good" and 2)to
put inwhat is"bad". This semiotic process isthe1 same that we have seen
when some "evil" people take out what is good in a candy or an apple
and instead put indrugs, poison orrazor blades. Atadeep semiotic level
what is at play in this transformation is an opposition between /in/and
/out/ used to express the semantic opposition béjtween /good/ and /bad/.
In a Levi-Straussian way, wecanrepresent thisrelationships asfollows:

/good/ : /in/ :: /bad/ : /out/
\ where : = isto, and :: = as.

This same relationship between /in/ and /out/underües the follow-
ing story of theorigin of theJack-o' lantern:

"One versión of the Jack-o' lantern story comes from Ireland.
Astingy man named Jack was for inhospitality barred from
allhope ofheaven, and because of practica! jokes on the
Devil was locked out of hell. Until the Judgement Day he is
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condemnedto walk theearthwitha lanternto lighthisway".
(Kelley, 1919:49-50).

Jack is out of heaven in that way because he did not allow other
people to get in (to give hospitaüty). And because of his jokes on the
Devil,he also is refused any possibiüty of getting intohell.Thatmeans
thattheactor is refused any possibiüty ofhaving /good/ because hecan't
be /in/ in any case. He must remain /out/ forever. The story seems to
show that /outness/ is evenworsethanbeing /in/ in hell.

FROM HOME TO A HAUNTED HOUSE

The same dialectical structure we have seen before takes place
again when we analyse the relationship between "home" and "haunted
house." During the Halloween ritual the parents in some way take the
children "out of their home," or the children of their volition decide to
go out to the streets, to the neighborhood for their ritual "treat or trick."
Thus, in the same sense that we take something "good" (something
nutritious) out ofa pumpkin, we also take our children, people who are
"good" because we love them, out of our house. Witha haunted house
we doexactly the opposite: we putin something "bad": ghosts, devils,
skeletons, witches, etc., and also we put something "good;" we put the
children. It is there,in thehaunted house,wherethedialectical encounter
between "bad" and "good" is accomplished, and thus, where the qüaü
fyingtest takeplace.Thus, thehaunted houseis aninversión ofthehome.
The transition between"home" and "haunted house" is a transition from
security to insecurity, from familiar to strange, from living parents to
death ghosts, from "good" to "bad." This same transition is accomplished
through the transformation ofapumpkin into ajack-o-lantern which is,
again, a transition from nutritious to non-nutritious, from beneficial to
prejudicial, from "good" to "evil." This striking parallel can be repre-
sented saying that

home : pumpkin ::haunted house: jack-o-lantern

This structure seems to have similarities with what, according to
Kelley (1919), seems to be thepattern ofthe oíd Halloween ritual among
theCelts: the souls ofall those who had died were allowed tocome to
the world of living human beings. As Belk said, "...on Samhain night the
ghostofthe dead emerged and visited their oídhomes" (1990:508). Thus,
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in the opposite way of souls goingfrom the worldof dead to the world
of üving, to theirancienthomes, thechildren go fromtheworldof living
(theirhomes) to the worldof dead(thehauntedhouse).Accordingto this
preüminary hypothesis, today's Halloween has preserved, inverting it,
the same structure of the ancient ritual, fulfiiling it with new contents
andnewpractices, according tothenewconditions. Thishypothesis, here
merely roughed out, calis for further analysis.

In this series of inversions, the children, as the souls of the dead
among the Celts, are moving in opposition to their usual behavior:
insteadof goinghome to find security and protection they" are asked to
go out to take risks and confront danger; instead of a protective and
sheltering housetheyareinvitedto goto a frightening andstrange house.
In the same way that something"good"and "beneficial" as a pumpkinis
transformed intotheopposite, thehouse,apowerful symbol ofprotection
and reassurance, is transformed into a place of fear and anguish.

In her analysis, S. Magüocco has notedtwo interesting aspects of
a haunted house in Bloomingtón. First, she asserts that "the haunted
house makes fearenjoyable by localizing it andconfining it to a limited
area"(1985: 25). In other words, the placemerit of what is "bad" or
"frightening" in a ümited space creates a border between /security/and
/fear/. That means that it is within the limits of a space, within its
/interiority/, thatthecontrolled situation of feariis built. As in a typical
ritual of initiation, the situation is under control and surveillance. Second,
Magüocco considers thatfor adults thehaunted hoüse is a form of folk
drama, but for youngchildren the experience "maybe extremely fright-
ening"((1985): 26). Whatis interesting hereis thépresence offear, which
many children -mine included- feltwhen they were at thehaunted house
in ourneighborhood. If it is trae that, according to R.Baker (quoted by
Magüocco:21), "the threads of the modern world come from human
sources," it is also trae that we still fear the unknown, death, the dark
side of our life.

HALLOWEEN COSTUMES: THE SÉLF AND THE
OTHER

Thesame hypothesis maybeextended to theanalysis ofcostumes,
which represent a way ofhiding the "normal," "real" human being and
putting to play, inthe "outside" world, a representation that, inmost of
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the cases we saw in Bloomingtón, was related, one way or another, to
what wemay cali "devil," frightening, or spooky. In this case theactors
involved seem to represent what is culturálly understood as "bad",
putting this meaning inthekind ofcostume they have chosen. Ina sense,
they show their dark side that, according to a widely spread stereotype,
every human being has. Inbis analysis ofHalloween costuming among
young children inBloomingtón, J.H. McDowell has pointed outthat "the
Halloween costume theme was generally viewed as anextensión of the
self," and that "costuming,a representation of the other, was clearly
perceived as an extensión, even a revelation, of the self'(1985:7). This
dialectic between the /self/ and the /other/ overlaps with the pattern we
have seen before: /in/ and /out/ or/interiority/ and /exteriority/.

CONCLUSIONS

I think that the Halloween festivity expresses an interesting pattern
in American culture that we cannot reduce to a simple process ofmass
consumption (Stone, 1959). Even though consumption is an important
component that has even allowed children to be perceived as present and
future consumers, there are other cultural aspects which the ritual is
related to.

Ibelieve that the series ofinversions performed during the Hallow
een ritual is an expression of a progressive process of initiation of
children andyouths. AUowing thechildren toconfront situations of fear
is aritual method ofpreparing them for what is apersistent reaüty in our
culture and society: the fear of the unknown and unseen, the fear of a
reality beyond what canbe seen and touched, what can be controlled.
Placing their children under surveilled situations offear, under tests and
risks, permits the parents to improve the emotional preparation for
adulthood. The annual festivity will allow the children to become gradu-
ally acquainted with realities for which they will not always find rational
answers.

Fear is an emotion that must be mastered in order to gain control
of one's personality, capacities, and abilities. The Halloween annual
ritual is an opportunity to find the way of controlling fear and becoming
used to cultural components sometimes difficult to cope with, especially
for the youngest. Even ifthis festivity might be regarded as apassage
between childhood and adulthood, it is my beüef that the most important
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purpose of Halloween in American contemporary society is to initiate
the children to what the world is beyond home, béyond its security and
protection.
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